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wers To Vote D. W. Satterfield Cattle at Fat Stock Show, LoOsville Edwin M. Nichols $60,000 Flourspar
Leaf Quotas
First From Here Mill Will Start
e Saturday
In Defense Army
--

Operating Soon

ial Warns TobacLoans Will Not Be
nted Unless Crop
eslricted

Volunteer Fills Caldwell's Initial Quota; C. A. Lennon, Eastern Capitalist, Develops
Will Go To Ft. Knox
Mining Lease 3 Miles North Of PrinceNov. 26
ton—New Shaft Down 100 Feet—Two
Other Mines Nearby Producing Daily-Edwin Morrow Nichols, a volunteer, will go to Ft. Knox, KenMeans Good Payroll Here

eminent loans available In
t to members of the East,rk Fired and other totucky's huge defense army base,
asssciations for support o:
Tuesday, Nov. 26, as the first of — Fluorspar mining, a profitable industry in Caldwell
county for many years, has taken on new significance in reo prices will definitely
this county's selectees to join
available this year unless
cent weeks with advent of eastern capital and construction
the new national army, Hubert of a modern milling plant almost within sight of Princeton
marketing
approve
rs
Yong, clerk of the Caldwell which promises to add another good payroll and to bring
in the Saturday, Nov. 23
County Draft Board, announced. fresh fame to this enterprising western Kentucky city.
W. G. Finn, director for
On the Hollowell-Hobby prop:stern central division of
Young Nichols, son of Mr. and
erty,
3 miles north of town,
told farmers at a mass
Nichols,
Princeton
Mrs. Fred
g here last Thursday.
where John Hughett operated a
Route No. 6, was first' to
Star
• large number of growers
spar mine for 8 years until his
among registrants
volunteer
s county at the meeting
lease expired more than a year
here.
• definitely in favor of a!
ago, Cecil A. Lennon, Tenefly, N.
quota," County Agent J.
The list of volunteers, reported
J.,
president of the New Yorkham said Monday, "and
at seven last week, was augucareful analysis of the
Kentucky Mining Company, has
mented by one more when James
on we sincerely believe it
invested $60,000 in machinery
Part of 82 head of steers which averaged 1,200 pounds each after feeding nine months by D. W. Beach, Negro, joined the group
the growers' advantage to
and buildings in the hope soon
Satterfield, sold through the Fat Cattle Show at Louisville Friday, Nov. 8. The cattle went to King- last weekend, Mr. Young reported
e 3-year quota."
The newly surfaced 10-mile of producing 50 to 60 tons of high
sting will be held at seven dom Packing Co., Indianapolis, and brought up to $12.20.
Tuesday.
sector of the Princeton-Cadiz grade fluorspar daily. The spar
in Caldwell county from
First instructed to send Cald- highway, which has been under
is worth $20 a ton washed, $21
he morning until 5 o'clock
well's initial draft quota of one construction the last 10 weeks,
a ton milled and best grade acid
afternoon. Voting places
man November 16, State Selective was completed and thrown open
spar, $35 a ton .
d were Princeton City
Service headquarters later ad- to traffic this week, the crew of
Luther J. Hobby, part owner of
school buildings at Frevised the local board to delay the Stone Construction Co., conthe mineral rights on the propFarmersville, Hall, Frienduntil November 26, and no in- tractors, having removed to Murerty leased by Mr. Lennon, is
nd Cobb; and P'Poole's
structions have been received to ray with its equipment.
superintendent of the new mill
at Hopson. Caldwell's corndate regarding future calls for
The surfaced roadway ends
and mine, an entirely new shaft
is composed of Wylie
eligibles registerer here, nor has .2,800 feet from Princeton's city
Thanksgiving spirit manifest- Christian Church and special
having been sunk 100 feet, near
, C. E. Gregory, and Roy
any first-year quota been as- limit on Cadiz street, the gap
ed itself in Princeton in abund- services at the First Baptist
the old Hughett shaft. Bunk
in.
signed the county, Mr. Young resulting when efforts of city
Perryrnan, well known CrittenFian explained the mark- ant measure starting Wednesday Church found hundreds giving
When the Eastern Stars took said.
and State officials to effect an
den county spar man, is in
quota as necessary to avoid night when Butler High pupils thanks in the time honored cus- charge of local Red Cross headQuestionnaires were sent out agreement for a right-of-way
charge of installing machinery
r. especially among dark- led by their band, staged a
"Pet) tom, a prelude to big family quarters for their day's work to eligibles holding order num- which would eliminate a dan- in the mill, and A. M. Harvill is
growers, because of war
from
26
to
125,
inbers
ranging
failthere
having
gerous
curve
busmemparade
through
the
dinners.
total
of
249
Rally"
Many homes had visit- Wednesday, a
timekeeper on the job.
foreign markets. He said
clusive, during the week Novem- ed.
Installation of new machinesy
timated 1940 crop of 96 iness district to arouse interest or, especially college students re- bers had been enrolled in the ber 16-20, by the local board, The highway project
was
Rollcall campaign, with pros- bringing the number of men started in August, requiring 10 In the virtually completed mill
pounds would exceed do- in their annual Turkey Day foot- turning for the holiday.
Business houses, banks, the pects fair that a new record
was expected to be finished and
consumption and export ball game with the Marion High
receiving these forms to 150. The weeks for completion. The new
for the corning year by 35 Terrort, ending with a bon-fire postoffice and the cOutthouse membership would be obtained questionnaires, with full data on surface is a concrete-dirt mix- production started this weekend.
Mr. Hobby told a Leader reprewere to be closed all day, even
pounds. He stated also at the stadium.
each selectee, are returnable to ture, entirely new to this section
sentative Tuesday. A crew of 25
Thanksgiving grocery stores observing the holi- before the campaign closes, SatToday union
ontinued on Page 81
headquarters of the local draft of Kentucky but declared by
urdaY, Nov. 30.
men is working now, with addichurch services at the First day in some instances.
board here five days after re- State Highway engineers to
Kiwanis Club members added
have' tional miners and mill hands to
ceipt.
proven satisfactory elsewhere.
be added when capacity produc50 to last week's total when they.
operated the headquarters last
tion is attained.
Thursday and the Gradatim
Within a few feet of the Lennon development, R. W. Morse,
Club poured in 44 more Friday,
on a lease obtained from Caldwith its membership again, as in
New type, chemically treated
every other Rollcall, joining 100
well county on the old abandoned road right-of-way, has a
percent.
stickers will be used here in 1941
force of 12 men taking spar oat
This week, the Woman's Club
for city auto license tags ina: a new shaft. This spar is beenrolled 22 members Monday and
this
used
plates
stead of metal
ing hauled by truck to Marlon,
obtained two donations of $5
year, the City Council decided
where it is sold and milled. Aneach, while Tuesday the As You
annual Caldwell county Monday night. Stickers, instead
Butler's High School band will Like It Club counted 3, with its
other spar mine, on a lease
ball tournament. will be of being placed on fronts of cars lend a gala touch of Thanks- canvass incomplete.
operated by Charles F. Lester,
With six victories and the same Terrors, possessors of a record
also is operating daily.
Largest previous membership
t Fredonia January 16, 17 as were the plates this and past giving color at Butler stadium
for
the
season
similar
to
the
number of defeats in 14 years of
Product of the Lennon mill
County School Supt. Ed- years, will be glued inside wind- today with special historical and was enrolled last year, Mrs. A .0.
loss-punctuated one of Princeand mine is expected to be shipHubbard, Rollcall chairman said, play the Bengals of Butler and
ton. A total of seven Butler reguBlackburn announced foi- shields. The new practice, ac- patriotic formations at halfwhen the chapter boasted 347. the Blue Terrors of Marion meet
by rail from Princeton, altho
lars have fallen out this year Ped
e meeting of county high cording to Police Chief Jones, time of the traditional Princeat Butler Stadium this afternoon but Coach Sims has patched his a proposal to barge it down the
George
the
coaches at
Cumberland river, from Eddylessens possibility of losing tags ton-Marion football game.
for the 15th Thanksgiving Day starters with fighting second
ville, has been made. Mr. Hobby
Library here Saturday, and provides more prominence.
Featured will be formation of
gridiron clash between the two stringers and the game today
said the new spar mill will be
6. A junior high school The Council moved to order 700 a pumpkin depicting "The Spirit
schools. A 14-year record shows promises to be the best of the
strug- season, because of the traditional operating on a 50-ton daily proent will be held near stickers immediately, providing of the Pilgrims" and a shield as
The 1940 Christmas Seal drive, two games, a snow-bound
duction schedule within the near
me date for teams from for 100 more licenses than were a patriotic symbol. Musical num- sponsored by P.-TA. here for gle, in 1936, and a rough, gruel- holiday spirit and the victory- future and that operation will
ties. hungry attitude of the Tigers.
in
1938,
were
ing
match
year.
bers, "Pilgrim's Course" and tuberculosis control aid, opens
of nine or seven grades ordered this
continue, except in severe freezVictory today will bring solace
Catlett, Perry and Ladd are
ing weather, steadily.
"The Ramparts We Watch", are today and will continue until
d. Drawings will be held
defeats playing their last regular season
disappointments
and
for
to be played by the band in these Christmas Day. The first Seal
. Blackburn's office Januseason home game today, graduating
sale was held in 1907, records which have marred the
formations.
this year, and only a single home
for both Tigers and Terrors.
Marion's band will also per- show, and in the 34 years since
During the regime of Coach gome, with Ridgeland. S. C. Nov.
ames will be played at
form with a special arrangement death rate from tuberculosis has
John Sims here, five victories 29, remains on the Tiger schePrinceton's proposed license devised for the occasion.
decreased 75 percent in the nathis year, according to
have come to Butler, to one for dule.
tax ordinance will be given it's
tion.
march
will
band
The
Butler
of
some
S decision, unless
The bands of both schools will
Marion, where lone victory was
final closed-session reading by through town preceding the
achieved last year on the wind- per:orm at halftime this afterntests have to be played members o: the City Council and
Only one more out-ofgame.
•moon sessions due to a Mayor Lisman at the office of
swept Marion gridiron by a score noon in typical holiday fashion,
doors appearance for the band
of 13 to 6.
accompanying the gala spirit
edule for the three days, City Attorney S. D. Hodge, Friis scheduled this year, Director
The Bengals, after a week-end brought about by year-in-year
kburn said:
day night, prior to presentation Kendall Bryant said, but nums that will compete for at an open session, probably next
Cecil Coleman, substitute half- oc: recuperation from the Sturgis out Thanksgiving warfare on the
programs
erous concerts and
unty championship are Monday night. The ordinance Is
neighboring
Butler High School defeat, take the field crippled gridiron between
will be furnished during the back on the
October term
- of Caldwell CirFlatrock, scheduled to be read, revised and
rsville, Cobb,
football team, was injured in but hopeful of defeating the towns, Marion and Princeton.
school year.
cuit Court closed here Saturday,
la and Friendship.
practise Monday, Nov. 18, and
published during December beNov. 16, after three weeks in sesCox, assistant football fore becoming effective in Janwas taken to the Princeton Hossion interrupted by the Presiat Butler High School, was uary, 1941. Several sessions have
pital Wednesday morning for
dential election, Nov. 5, and abd by coaches of the county been held by the council for disteratment of what Dr. B. K.
sence of Circuit Judge H. F. S.
late during the three-day cussion of the ordinance, whicn
Amos termed as "minor internal
Selling 928 head, which was Bailey who attended a judicial
Eight more young men of this
was drawn and presented a
Mrs. Edith S. Lamb, former injuries". Coleman, a freshman, community
successfully have 247 more than last week, Mon- meeting in Frankfort Thursday
prominent resident of Princeton was injured early in the pracmonth est.
passed physical examinations day's livestock market here was and Friday. Nov. 14 and 15.
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tise
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ill
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is
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many
for
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Princeion-Cadiz Road
Is Open To Traffic

Contractor Finishes
Surfacing Job;
Leaves 2,800-Ft. Gap

Church Services, Family
Reunions,Football Game
Mark Thanksgiving Here

Red CI oss Rollcall
May Reach New High

Gradatim Club Again
100 Percent; Kiwanis Enrolls 50

To Replace
onia Gets Net Stickers
Band Will Present
Auto License Tags
ney Jan. 16,11,18 For City Next Year Special Formations

County Teams
Compete In 3-Day
• nt

Thanksgiving Football Fray
Holds High Interest Today

Patriotic Program To
Be Feature of Football Game Today

Butler's Tigers Hope To End Sorry Season
In Glory With Win Over Arch Foes From
Marion—Both Teams Below Par

Christmas Seal Sale
Begins Here Today

License Ordinance
To Be Ready Jan. 1

Circuit Court Ends
Autumn Term Here

Cecil Coleman Hurt
In Football Practise

Mrs. Edith S. Lamb
Reported Very Ill

•
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THANKSGIVING,
1941
"God Bless America" is this year's
Thanksgiving theme.
The Almighty has blessed this Nation,
founded by pious Pilgrims who sacrificed
home and a measure of security far across
the sea in order that they might establish in
the wilderness a new order, where religious
tolerance would be the watchword and freedom the foundation stone.
And most adult Americans are thankful
today for what they have, in. background,
tradition and actual freedom.
There is little unrest here because of the
peace time defense program which, within
the coming year, will take some of our young
men to military training camps. Sensible folk
know well that preparedness is the only insurance against insult and injury; and that
young men who know how to make war will
safeguard this country against- that eventuality. The defense army training camps will
teach them how, while building stronger our
hope they may never be needed for fighting.
Realizing our many blessings and showing
at least a measure of our appreciation, this
community has latterly joined the Nation in
opening its purse to the needy at home and
the distressed abroad through gifts to the
Community Chest and the Red Cross. In doing so, we have followed the example of the
Pilgrim Fathers, who on that first Thanksgiving Day called in the savages from the
forest fastnesses to share in the feast of
gratitude and plenty.
Good feeling, the Golden Rule and a
deep, abiding confidence in the future of the
United States is with us this Thanksgiving.
We believe that by our acts the nations of
the world know us; and that, dealing generously with our neighbors here at home and
showing the world how freemen live here,
our example will, in that day when Thanksgiving may truly come to all peoples, bring
peace and happiness to all the troubled millions for whom today means only anguish,
fear and uncertainty under the yoke of dictators gone mad with power.
•
TODAY'S CHILDREN NEED
DIFFERENT EDUCATION
Swift change, or the sort which comes
unawares, makes profound impression, as
was the case with us when we saw rising upon the ground where stood the old
Owensboro Female College building, where
young men and women soon will be trained
to do productive labor as skilled artisans and
craftsmen.
The old Female College was a sort of
"polishing school" for girls whose parents
could not or would not send them far away

from home to acquire those gentle finishings
which then seemed so desirable. The new
Trade School will teach beginners in Life's
workshop how they can fit themselves for
good paying jobs instead of joining the already swollen stream of workless white-collar men and women.
Whether our modern educational system
is lacking in some of its more vital functionings is beside the point here. What is to the
point is that a trade school, in conjunction
with the kind we have in Princeton, would
fill a great and growing need, interest many
youngsters who tire early of book learning
but who would take to such education as the
trade school affords as ardently as the best
of our students now apply themselves to the
classics and the arts.
Hourly today appeals go out over the
country, via radio, for trained workers in
connection with the national defense program. The same broadcasts state there is no
need now for clerical help. The lesson here
seems plain and it may well be we already
have enough young men and women trained
for offices, for housekeeping (altho we doubt
the latter) for teaching, for all the other
routine jobs which formerly were considered
proper channels into which graduates of high
schools and colleges should go.
World conditions today are such as to
create great unrest here in the USA. The
older generation is horrified again. Their
children, who knew the first World War first
hand, are less aghast but equally anxious
about the future. The youngsters just coming to maturity are frightened, contemptuous
of the mess their elders have made, unwilling
to be a part of such a crazy world, except as
they live in it and have no choice. There is no
predicting what lies ahead, how the new
generation will work and live.
But it does seem increasingly clear that
to continue educating boys and girls so as to
fit them only for white collar jobs or the
higher professions is folly.
Princeton parents, and grandparents
too, should give thought and impetus to establishment of a trade school here, to do a
job of teaching along lines which have proven themselves useful to young moderns, to
equip graduates for good paying jobs, raise
the level of citizenship and help lighten the
burdens of relief which does not relieve because it is only a palative and not a cure for
the world's present evils.
•
NEWSPAPERS CANNOT
ADVERTISE LCYITERIES
-- Princeton is being treated to one of the
"free" bonanzas so common to this country
in which the public is supposed to get something for nothing and local merchants pay
the bills, presumably to stimulate business.
The Leader advised its advertising customers this scheme is a lottery, in Uncle
Sam's eyes, and that newspapers cannot
carry advertising about such promotions if
they expect to have the benefit of distribution via the mails.
Whatever the merchants think of the
- )- ortuniplan, after they have had another o-i:
ty to pay for the privilege of trying it out,
Section 213 of U. S. Postal Code 18, USC 366,
is too plain to permit us to take any chances
of losing our mailing permit.
Naturally, when a customer buys newspaper space, we want to set the type to permit him to say anything he wishes in his
own advertisement but, in the case of lotteries ... and sometimes when the copy is
libelous, we are forced to draw the line.

•
There's no way of going into training
for writing.
•
We're disturbed and worried more often
than we admit.
•
A man may own a million dollars but the
chances are that he owns only one front
collar-button.
•
Prosperity will be short of 100 percent
until the salespeople frown when the customers ask for something "less expensive".
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Small Houses Easily Can Have Individual
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Richardson, unfortu
injured to
was
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motorcycle a

This drawing shows what can be done in this manner.
The house at the left might have a high base of wood gichn
with stucco above, or the base could be of masonry, or toner
units with stucco applied to masonry, or concrete unit,
The second house indicates the use of vertical boards and butt
for the walls and horizontal siding in the gables. In the thi
house horizontal siding for the walls and flush boards in the gahl
'ends might be used. And the fourth house suggests the porsib
use of brick for the walls and some type of siding or shingles'
the gable ends.
The result: Each home has pleasing variations from its neig
bore but the result as a whole is harmonious.

be guarded
Endless monotony in small-home subdivisions should
and
against, declare Federal Housing Administration officials
the illusprogressive builders. How it may be done is shown in
tration above.
floor
These four houses have substantially the same general
proper
plan. Yet through wise choice and use of materials and
variations
pleasing
spacing and grouping of doors and windows
individual
have been achieved and each house can claim an
character.
obtainThe FHA has long been pointing to the possibilities of
plan
ing variety in small houses by reversing and revolving the
materials.'
and by varying the materials and combinations of

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Mr. Babson's predictions about better business were borne out in Princeton Saturday and again Monday . .
Merchants said Saturday was the best
day they've had this year, and Monday the best Monday . . Pre-Christmas buying will break all records,
business forecasters are saying.

By G. M. P.

those Kentucky GOP leaders who have
been moaning their party lost because
Wendell Winkle was the nominee . . .
claiming the Republican party is dead.
When it is remembered Mr. Willkie
polled more than 22,000,000 votes,
proof is abundant the elephant is a
pretty live corpse.

•
If your supply of wool clothing is
low, better get some soon .,. . Prices
going up, if sale of 100,000 pounds of
first-grade wool by the Kentucky Wool

•
Hot dog! Hitler lowed last week that
dog meat is legal in Germany, effective Jan. 1, 1941 . . . Which ought to
add materially to the joy of the Nazis

Growers Assn., to a Boston manufacturer at 52 cents a pound last week is
fair criterion. Australian wool going

at this holiday season.

into British army uniforms, other wool
the same way ... Wool over here may
be expensive.
•
Too bad about the ,street widening
project . . . It really lost out because
those who should have been most interested failed to lend their active
support . . . Work probably will be
done later, at much greater expense
... But right now, court square's possibilities are materially reduced by
narsrow right-of-way on the east side.
•
One trouble a country editor who is
a poor speller has is he gets much help
from others on the staff and in the
shop . . who spell even worse than
he does.
•
Bridegrooms hereafter may get a
break in the descriptions of costumes
worn by members of wedding parties
if the example of an Iowa newspaper
is generally adopted. The Winchester
Sun quotes as follows from the Iowa
paper's account of a wedding: "He
the bridegrcorm was attractively attired in a three-piece suit of black
pin-stripe woolen material, consisting
of coat, vest and pants. The coat was
charmingly festooned with a white
flower in the buttonhole and the vest
was sleeveless, closed in the front and
gracefully fashioned with pockets. It
was held together in the back by a
strap and buckle. Hose and necktie
added just the right dash of color to
complement the effect. Shoes were
of genuine leather, laced with strings
of the same color."

•
Neither snow, nor sleet, nor wind
will break down power lines of the
future because those "lines" will be
electric waves through the air, if expectations of inventors of a new type
generator demonstrated last week are
realized.
•
About 100 scientists and educators
witnessed the demonstration at the
Westinghouse laboratories, Bloomfield,
N. J., when, as spectators held unlighted flashlight bulbs in their hands,
engineers caused the bulbs to light
merely by directing a "beam" of
power at them. The apparatus used Is
called the "Klystron".

•
Pennyriler has little patience with

•
A Kentucky boy who located in New
Orleans a few years ago has just been
awarded one of surgery's most unusual prizes . . . for his agility in sewing
up a human heart, stabbed but still
beating, saving a life ... This Kentuckian is Dr. Daniel C. Elkin, son of Col.
Bob Elkin, member of the State Fair
Board, former editor of the Lancaster
Record, honorary member of the Kentucky Press Association's executive
committee. Doc. Elkin still raises fine
horses on a farm in Garrard county,
Ky.
•
Hundreds of telegrams and many
gifts poured in upon Senator A. B.
Chandler and Mrs. Chandler last Tuesday, their 15th wedding anniversary
. Happy and Mildred Watkins, were
married the afternoon of November
12, 1925, at Ashcamp Baptist Church,
Keyville, Va. They met while she was
teaching school at old Margaret Hall,
Versailles. The Woodford Sun, reporting the wedding, said, in part: "Mr.
Chandler is a young man of unusual
ability, a lawyer, and athletic coach
at Versailles High School". The paper
also said Mrs. Chandler was "a pretty
and charming bride". She is prettier
today than then.
•
The Leader was scarcely in the mail
last week when Pennyriler got a phone
call and recovered a valuable desktop, lost in transit between Eddyville
and Princeton ... Two-inch Leader ad
did the work.

•

Looking Backward
TEN

YEARS AGO TODAY
From our Nov. 21, 1930, Files
Attorney Marshall Eldred will address the members of the local Woman's Club at the George Coon library Friday afternoon.
•
Butler High School is in preparation
today for the 5th annual grid classic
with the Blue Terrors of Marion on
Thanksgiving Day, with Catlett, Captain Loftus, Morse, Taylor and Lacy
playing their final games for the Butler Tigers.

•
The Kiwanis Clifb here held It's
first meeting last Thursday under the
direction of J. F. Graham who was
elected Kiwanis president last week.
Other officers elected were: S. J.

'Washington
Daybook
By Jacx Stinnett
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Story Behind It
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Among The
County Agents

IYoung Women Plan To Farm

wling On
in Street
Powell

Although injured by drouth,
hybrid corn in Carroll county
- averaged more than '70 bushels
Richardson. unfortunto the acre.
yaw was injured two
problems
Landlord - tenant
agoill a motorcycle Rewere discussed at a conference
oC Christian county farmers.
and again three weeks
Pork cutting demonstrations
ite, counts his total
are being held in Boone county
bone record at four for
'In connection with the live-atmy cracked an ankle in
home program.
mishap, hobbled painSeveral farmers in Lyon counseveral weeks, then
ty plan to use tobacco presses in
FRANKFORT, Nov. 19--A lasthis cycle again and karzNali-ro frfroowsce
eacv ...e.qc/e150A.- eqmgc 0..
04s Cows/
preparing burley for the market.
minute warning which was sent
near Fredonia, breaking
Enrolled in the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture,
A survey revealed 65 registered
finger and a collarbone, and planning to farm, are Anne D.
McCown of Versailles, Eliza- out to hunters today by the Dibulls, seven grades and two
's abed with at least three beth McDowell of Cynthiana, and Billy Jacisson of Lexington. For vision of Game and Fish stated
scrubs in Elliott county.
les of confinement in various reasons ranging from inheriting land
to just a natural that all persons, other than
A yield of 120 bushels of corn
Be cheerfully vows he hankering for out-door life, these young
women are planning to those hunting on their own
on an acre is reported in Daviess
together the pieces of operate modern. up-to-date farms producing
tobacco, grain, hay,
county, Kentucky.
grass and livestock,
land, are required to possess a
rcycle, and ride again.
club fair and festival in
A
hunting license in order to hunt
Boyd county attracted about
Edwin Jacobs, Main street shoe
tire quaintness and aprabbits and quail, beginning NoActress Helen Hayes adjusts her Red Cross cap as she prepares to 1,000 persons.
e old Garrett house, just salesman, is a confirmed pipe
vember 24.
The College of Agriculture and
take part in program launching annual Red Cross roll call drive at
o on S. Jefferson, rates lover too. His collection is small,
The warning also pointed out
the Tennessee Valley Authority
Philadelphia. Miss Hayes was guest of honor.
st with me . . . probably but years front now
he'll have a
Sarah Sims, wife of Coach absolute necessity of the
are cooperating in reforestation
hunter
on Princeton was just a creditable array. Pipes,
of course, John, remarked at a grocery
projects in Graves county.
reet, it stands today as serve a two-fold
having
his
license
in
plain
view
purpose; one counter
Farmers from 11 Kentucky
the other day she had on outside clothing, and failure
a monument to the past.1 for people who really like
smokcounties and from Ohio went on
never learned to buy groceries. to carry out this section of the
e-painted brick, the old ing them and the other for
young
a turkey flock tour in Nicholas
But she beamed happily when Game and Fish laws brings liat the very edge of the collegians to look
more like the
A six-year-old sow that has and Bourbon counties.
bility
to
commands respect in cinema-created student.
arrest.
she finally hit upon some apFarmers in Ballard county beDiscussions of parasite con- raised 125 pigs selling for $l,693,
ner of a fine old home
pealing item, girlish at her task, Hunters are also reminded
lieve they have the best burley
that the rabbit and quail season , trol, feeding ewe troubles and Is a record claimed by Charles
the encroachment of an
Go where you may and still but
tobacco crop ever grown in that
ham; and I'll venture the opens Sunday, Nov. 24, this year
qug business district.
Goldnamer's sales girls, Dixie
other stock raising problems will Lahue, a farmer in Grayson county.
housekeeping joy .of attractive and that licenses must be obMae Harris and Mary Edna Colecounty,
Kentucky.
feature the annual fall meeting
Two hogs and
Through the Agricultural Connd Mrs. E. E. Diggs are man, are standouts. Both down- Sarah goes on through the years tained the preceding day as the
servation Administration, Cumcounty clerks offices are not of Kentucky sheep and goat seven Pigs from the sow were
fect hosts, judging from right pretty blondes, customers that way.
raisers at the Agricultural Ex- still on hand when County Agent berland county farmers obtained
open Sundays.
ct and interest they like them and no doubt Boaz
—— ,
16,000 pounds of vetch seed.
Recalling fatilities and serious periment Station at Lexington, R. T. Faulkner recently visited
Princeton's youngsr set and Pickens find them flawless.
Captain Reg Catlett of Butler's
the Lahue farm. The size of the
a fact that the Rev. Mr. Local County Agent's office is floundering Tigers remarks,"Now accidents occurring during pre- November 22. Dr. Gerard Diklitters varied from 10 to 17 pigs.
TRY LEADER WANT ABS!
a collector of pipes, fine well equipped in a like manner people, you can't expect us to ceding hunting seasons as the mans of the United States Defar away places, and; with Ruth Hobgood, Robbie win all our games" . . . good result of the careless use of guns,
partment of Agriculture will
as well. Mrs. Diggs, not! Lewis twearing a diamond) and natured Reg has given -his best the Division passes on to the
tdone, gathers glass and Margaret Goodwin—I've never all the time this year and a finer hunters the 'Ten Command- bring the latest information on
e. . . Truly a charm- managed to get past the middle center is hard to find. When ments of Safety" in the use of parasites. Richard C. Miller, in
le.
office to see how many more— speaking of fighters on the grid, firearms with the hope that in charge of the program, says Dr.
"Smokey Joe" Beckner gets a remembering them, the sports- Dikman's talk will be of interest
men will avoid many serious ac- to all stock men.
good healthy nod along with
cidents while in the field:
Feeds and pasture will be disCooper, Ladd, Hobby, Taylor and
1. Treat every gun with the cussed by Ben Allen Thomas of
other Bengal die-hards. The
respect due a loaded gun. This Shelbyville and E. J. Kinney and
game today, they vow, will be
is the cardinal rule of gun safe- William Johnstone of the College
Butler's by three touchdowns.
ty.
of Agriculture; vitemins and
Dope gives us a 33 point margin
. Carry only empty guns, taken minerals, by Prof. E. S. Good,
but due to weather I'll venture
down or with the action open, head of the college's department
Princeton 19, Marion 6.
into your automobile, camp, and of animal husbandry, and prehome.
lambing paralysis by Dr. F. E.
When pessimism prevades Dr.
rel and action are clear of ob- Hull of the college's department
Cash is invariably good natured
rel an daction are clear of ob- of animal pathology.
and in good humor . . . the big
structions.
There will be exhibits of grains,
ex-mayor never runs low on hap4. Always carry your gun so hays and other feeds, and a dempy topics and Is always a shot
that you can control the direc- onstration of a single method of
in the arm to me when I'm detion of'the muzzle even if you preparing and administering the
pressed. Granny and helpers are
stumble.
new phenothiazine treatment
potent mood lifters too, especial5. Be sure of your target be- for sheep.
ly with quips about inefficiency
fore you pull the trigger.
.A special invitation has been
of Leaderites. One word describes
6. Never point a gun at any- issued to milk goat owners to
When you come to Louisville and feel like doing
Hillery Barnett and it's immacuthing
you do not want to shoot. attend this meetsag. There is
things in the grand manner—hie yourself to the
late. "Foots" Loftus must have
You can be happy and thankful too by owning your home
7. Never leave your gun unat- growing interest in goats in
beautiful Bluegrass Room at the Brown Hotel!
been a fleet end in football days tended
through
unless you unload it first. Kentucky, and a:i all-day meetJudging from the way he sprints
Here you can dine to your heart's content on the
8. Never climb a tree or a ing had been announced for goat
two blocks in a whiz every time fence with a
finest food in the South. Here you can dance all
loaded gun.
owners. Breeder:, of sheep and
the fire siren sounds.
9. Never shoot at a flat, hard goats will meet together during
evening to the tantalizing tunes of an excellent
surface or the surface of water. the morning November 22, with a
orchestra. Here you can see two wonderful floor
Henrietta Hotel Build%
Phone 46
Lighted cross at Main and
10. Do not mix gunpowder and special 4ession for the goat ratsshows--one during dinner and one at midnight!
Jefferson tells us that in Jess alcohol.
• •
!ers in the afternoon.
than a month Yule-tide decoraHere, in short, you can have fun in full measure.
tions will lend a holiday touch
And all for far less than you probably think! So drop
to all of Main street ... reminds
in on your next visit to Louisville—it'll give you a
us of snow, good will and cheer
new lease on life!
. . . and presents to buy. Now
is the time for romantic quarrels to really mean something.
oil I 1.1111.iiiii
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"Ten Commandments
Of Safety" Given To
Prevent Accidents
Among Sportsmen
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Sow's Offspring
Sells For $1,693
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WEST CARBONDALE MINE
/
2 MILES
NO. 2, LOCATED 31
EAST OF DAWSON SPRINGS
ON HIGHWAY 62

Payment for planting trees is
again offered under the 1941 agricultural conservation program.
The payment is $4.50 an . acre
when 1,200 trees are set and at
least 700 are living when the
farm is checked next summer.
Black walnuts also may be planted. When nuts are planted, at
least 2,400 must be used to the
acre, with a living stand of 750
an acre at checking time. Trees
or nuts should De planted about
6 feet apart each way. Trees may
be planted thicker to stop gullies
or soil washing. Locust or other
tree seedlings may be had from
the State Nursery.
)
Eighteen Union county farm - 1 0
ers kept beef cattle raising records this year.
al
The United States is by far the
world center of air conditioning p
acceptance.
The construction of a single
large steam locomotive provides
employment equivalent to the
work of fifty men for one year.
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PAST 6 URIZED

Greatest Food For Every Member of
Every Family.

PASTEURIZED MILK!
11-10W

MONDAYS
SHIM
FRIDAYS

11 A. M.
W. H O. r.

II TASTIE`"

ADDED SAFETY IFEATUUIES CIF CUU MIIi
1.
2.
3.
4.

ri171
The Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

DOES

There is absolutely no difference in the ta.ste of pasteurized milk provided it is properly pasteurized. Pasteurization by the older methods frequently caused a cooked taste, but with modern apparatus the process
can be so controlled that flavor is not affected. If milk is held at just the right temperature for the right
time in proper equipment, even experts tannot distinguish pasteurized from raw milk by the taste. At a
dinner attended by about one hundred dairy and milk inspectors and other milk experts milk was served.
Those present were asked to "vote" as to whether it was pasteurized or raw. The vote was about evenly
divided. Actually, the milk had been pasteurized at 145 degrees — two degrees higher than the State requirement. What further proof do you need? Try it for yourself and enjoy the benefit of safe and wholesome
milk.

„Sitinyin'
ASON MINING
COMPANY

A Daily Habit That Means Vital
Strength and Happiness, The Best Insurance in Keeping Down Winter Doctor Bills . . .

Completely new and modern sanitary plant.
Latest stainless steel equipment.
Milk untouched by hands.
Milk not exposed to air during processing.

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
Phone 161

Princeton,Ky.

Thursday, NM,21,1

n, Kentucky
The Princeton Leader, Princeto

Food Store Owners
Oppose Chain Tax
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Say Levy Seeks To
Kill Competition
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BINGO

Every Friday, 8:00 P. M.
New Century Hotel Dining Room
Dawson Springs, Ky.
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61Christmas Special

and

The Hopkinsville Burley
Tobacco Market

Opens Tuesday, Dec. 3rd, at 9 A. M.
et law, we expect the
Due to provisions of the new tobacco mark
ks to three weeks longer
season in all markets to last from two wee
cations,'we anticipate satisthan last year. According to all indi
should hold steady
factory prices, and we believe the market
throughout the season.

ES ARE
THESE HOPKINSVILLE WAREHOUS
OPEN AND READY TO RECEIVE
TOBACCO NOW:
Butler's Loose Floor

McConnell's Burley Floor

Dickinson & Young
Burley Floor

Moss, Heltsley & Frankel

Farmer's Loose Floor

Hancock - Cooper
Burley Loose Leaf Floor

•
MORE
FLOOR
SPACE
THAN EVER
•

Planter's Exclusiire
Burley Floor

Tandy's Warehouse Company

BIG CASH
PRIZES!

Burley Growers!.. Be
sure to ask your warehouseman about the
big cash prizes offered for the best burley
selling on this market
this season ... You
may be a winners

•
BETTER
EQUIPMENT
AND
FACILITIES

•

'1865°

PRINCETON LUMBER CO
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Series of Explosions Starts Hunt for Sabotage'

The
Literary
Guidepost
By John Siolby

A collection of very small books
for Christmas
A number of little books Intended for Christmas giving
have collected on this groaning
desk, the best (and also the largMire to comply with this
est) being Charles Lee's "An Allaw.
manac of Reading."
ens. 14 years old and oldMr. Lee used to be literary
register in person and
critic on ths Boston Herald, and
rprinted.
one of this writer's most amuschildren under 14 must
ing exprelences was a considertheir
by
ered
parents or
able difference of opinion with
him on the merit of Thomas
ation takes place at the
Mann's "The Beloved Returns".
es.
Now Mr. Lee has gone to the
Is no charge of any kind
Philadelphia Record and there,
. with alien registrawe hope, we may agree just as
pleasantly. This because of his
Department of Justice
"An Almanac of Reading." Mr.
liens to beware of racLee has the same passion for
reading that some of us have for
.stoffice Department and
music. He loves the people from
artment of Justice will
literature, and can interest the
assist in every possible
casual reader in them. His new,I
Recent series of blasts at U. S. explosives plants led Representative Martin L. Dies, chairniiii of the
committee investigating un-American activities, to start search for possible saboteurs. Top pilot
book is a condensation of his own
. Harrison, director of An English nurse reads to a
shows
wreckage left after explosion destroyed plant at Woodbridge, N. J., killing six and injuring all,
and other men's enthusiasms, isrleast 40. Bottom left, Dr. George Josephson treats Mrs. Kate Sendor, one of the Injured. Bottom eights)
gistratlon, suggests that group of children orphaned by
German air raids on London. ranged by season and by month.
debris strewn on ground by blast at powder plant near Allentown, Pa., where three men were killeclej
ho have not yet register- Children are being
The idea is to set against each
sheltered in
as soon as possible and one of the country centers of the
month the reading that might be
Use Air Mail,
e Christmas rush at
Alexandra orphanage.
most appropriate; for sauce
Mr. Postmaster?
ES.
there are some quizzes, some
ens are also warned that, He'll Bet A Buck
birthday lists and a good deal of
ROANOKE, Va. (JP) — A resiregistered, they are reMiss Rudell Towery spent
lighthearted wisdom. (CowardOn This Tale
Eight farmers in Fulton coun- dent of Altoona, Pa., troubled be- Thursday night with Mrs.
o report any change in
Elam
McCann; $1).
silos
trench
manent residence adcause a young robin had not Towery.
Daphne Du Maurier's "Happy ty, Kentucky, filled
HELENA,
Mont.
(Ara—The
log
...1 five days to the ImChristmas" is a bitter little dose. with corn or corn and sorghum learned to fly well before migraMrs. Joe Stromatt and Miss
.. and
Naturalization of Andy Vargo's deer hunting It is, indeed, the most cutting this year. One man used kaffir
tion, wrote Postmaster John W. Hattie Nichols called on Mrs.
of the Department of trip reads like this:
piece of prose she ever wrote— corn and sorghum, which he is
Denver Campbell Friday.
and Wright for advice.
n Washington. Forms
6 a. m.—Left Helena.
the story of how two Jewish re- planning to feed to dairy
A trip South, with all expenbeef cattle. County Agent S. V.
Kermit Cannon and Mitchell
7:20 a. m.—Returned with two- fugees were dumped into
purpose are obtainable
n
ses paid, was the answer.
F. Brown have opened a grocery
point buck.
stoffices.
English home on Christmas Eve, Foy and farmers are watching
store at Haw Ridge.
Andy makes no claim to fame and what smugness and self- the kaffir corn-sorghum experien need be unprepared
questions he will be ask- but he thinks his hunting expe- complacency and ignorance did ment, and farmers may grow Raises Family
Miss Annie Belle Towery visitpie registration forms diton may have been the short to them. It should be read well in larger acreages of these crops if On The Fly
ed Mrs. Herman Brown Friday.
is
successful.
it
est
one
in
Montana
this
bigow him exactly what inadvance of Christmas, for the
Ed Crimm of Marion is visiting
Staunton, Va. (JP) — George
n he will need at reg- game season.
good of the soul. (Doubleday,
his son, Roy.
W.
Sullivan,
garage
owner,
Most
all
physicians
agree
has
that
are available in all
Doran; 75 cents)
a bird raising a
Mrs. James Brown, little Hares.
This Christmas Eleanor Roose- the main medicine in treating discovered
streamlined family.
—
are among the sick of this cornvelt has written the next book in the common cold is rest.
One of his mechanics found old Campbell and J. L. Brown
size, and she calls it only "ChirstAlaska derives its name from the bird's nest with four eggs munity.
Having just completed our new MaS." It is a little allegory using
Clya Drennan and Isaac Oliver
home, corner of Hopkinsville Holland for its locale and a an Indian word meaning "great tucked away in the chassis of a
car. Since the car owner used his visited Joe Hillyard Tuesday.
and Highland Ave., we desire to mother and child and a Nazi country."
automobile
daily,
Sullivan
was
Mrs. Maxie Hillyard called on
ounty of Caldwell, Ken- take this means of expressing our for her characters. Mrs. Roosehappy family life. Perhaps that wondering how the bird found Mrs. Vernie Cannon last Friday.
1:00 p. m. on November thanks and appreciation to Euen velt has always had the ability
is
a
major
virtue.
(Macmillan;
time
to
build
the
nest and lay
Mrs. W. A. Goodman visited
at the regular meeting Farmer, general contractor; Gus to reduce complicated concepts
50 cents).
the eggs.
Mrs. T. B. Farmer Saturday.
the Fiscal Court in the Lacey, general foreman and in- to simple phrases, and this she
se in Princeton, Ken- terior finisher;Mitchell Brothers, does in "Christmas." Simple di.........•••••••••••••••••
••••••
-ill receive competitive plumbing and heating; H. Mc- phrases often become poetry
icis on $16,000.00 of its Connell, electric wiring; Claude without help from their writer, 11,
of Caldwell Road and Anderson, plastering; E. C. Mur- and this too has happened in•
•
efunding Bonds of 1940, phy, painting; Albert Cartwright, Mrs. Roosevelt's book. 'Knopf;
Nichols,
work;
and
Charley
brick
cents)
50
d
to 16, both
in- 1
And Elizabeth Morrow comes•
each in the denomina- rock wall work, also, all others
1,000.00, dated December who had any part in the con- along with the smallest small•
•
book of all, designed likewise for
interest payable semi- struction of our home.
E.
Childress.
and
Mrs.
A.
Mr.
Christmas.
"The
Rabbit's
Nest"
, at a coupon rate of
talks about giving presents, but 1111,
1-2 percent. maturing
on December 1st of each bid per bond for the full $16,000 is not a Christmas story in the
ears 1861 and 1962 and of bonds. A.; evidence of good strict meaning of the term. This
on December 1st, 1863, faith a certified check in the Is a story with a moral, and it
to redemption only in amount of $500.00 shall accom- concerns presents which are not
tirety on any interest pany each blot which will be re- appropriate, and it is told with
on or a:ter December turned to any unsuccessful bid- all the charm that made Mrs.
•
COVE
CHOCOLATE PEANUT TOP
at par plus accrued in- der. (Signed) County of Caldwell. Morrow's "A Pint of Judgment" ak
lus a premium of 2 per Kentucky, by A. F. Hanberry and "The Painted Pig" popular. IMF
any interest payment County Judge and Philip Stevens, Finally, it has nothing to do with
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or after December 1, County Clerk.
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•
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•
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s of Louisville, Kentucky, 3
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registration will end De26 and all non-citiaens
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Men's
Leather
Boots
All Sizes
6 -to- 11

150 5795

Try Corn-Sorghum
In Trench Silos

Pleasant Hill

Card Of Appreciation

e Of Bond Sale

ir

to

All Sizes
6 -to- 12

95

411

t Matters Not:

•Whether your Thanksgiving comes early or whether it comes
•
•late, the Red Front Stores are chucked full of good things to•
eat for either occasion. More for your Money all the time. •
•
•
•

•Cakes

lb.

•Cookies

lb. 10C

•

15C

•English Walnuts lb. 2ire
•
•
Figs
3 pkgs.
Almonds

lb.

Oysters
Beans

5 oz. can

toe:

2No.2cans

15-•
•
opC•
•

Potted Meat

25e

Peaches3No.lcans

20c

Soap

3 cakes

25c• illue Buckle
•
TRIMMED
10c
: SUPER
•

Juice

No.2 can

Juice

jumbo can

Oranges

3 tall cans

19c.

25c

Dates

I
lb. 10e L
•

toe:
•
•
AB kind fowl and fresh meat, fresh Baltimore Oysters, cel•
ery, lettuce, cranberries, etc.
•
•
•
• Another carload Cemax Dishes arrived. More for yours
•
•Money all the time.
Blessmany
the
for
Thankful
•
are
We
•
•
•
ings that are ours this Glorious Day.
•
•
doz. 111

(
1

Grapefruit

GOOD

MADE

•

, 411

Soup

Sanforized Overalls

GOODI

Strong

for

to

MAKE

work! STRONG

fabric, buttons, thread, pockets.

EXTRA STRONG reinforced

tion

all

beat

the

way

construc-

through. You

'
t
can

it,

3 for

Arc.. reC41•11 Crrholscolof Ws lark lotS. earignot
pl•c• Mos ole, exceed I LI

test 1111.1.1 CS SC

111

o

Farmers National Bank
Princeton

LI

cop
deeptone
DENIM
•

rINKEL'S
iRed Front Stores!
•
•
AIR STORE
•
•
CASH & CARRY

•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:

Where Your 8$ Have
More Cents

_

today, Nov.
Thursday, Nov. 21, 1940

Kentucky
The Princeton Leader, Princeton,

Chandler Makes
Longest Strides
In U.S. Congress

Jimmy Tells It
To the Marines

Crippled Children's
Agency Aids Many

1

Queen Alice Has Her Worries Too

Butler High
Brevities
By Margrey Clayton

011111111111101111111.1111111111111.1
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er The Quiet

The fire signal sounded WedRecord Number 0f nesday,
Nov, 13, and pupils
DeCases Handled
marched in pairs out of the
spite Lack Of Funds building. The State inspector-

-Elections, Deaths, Resignations Boost
Members Of Kentucky Delegation

was present to watch proceed
The Kentucky Crippled Child- ings.
ren Commission has provided
Mr. Frederick Olszwiski, formmedical, surgical, and hospital
, spoke to
care for 1,441 State youngsters er resident of Poland
during the last year, Miss Marian the Butler student body and
Williamson, director, reported faculty members Thursday aftertennis crown are (left to right) Virginia wan
(By Associated Press)
before the Annual State meeting noon, Nov. 14, about conditions Among the youngsters eyeing Alice Marble's
a Adler, Kathryn Gips, all of New York, and
of the Kentucky Society for in conquered European territory. Pauline Betz, Californians; Ann Edison, Virgini
Washington—Elections, deaths
on,
Lexingt
in
n
Childre
d
Cripple
recent
in
Canning of California.
And resignations
Thursday, Nov. 14.
Bill Brown, football manager,
months have boosted members
Texas has more railroad
This is the largest number of was chosen as the most educated
Miss Katherine Parrish, Head
any other state—le,
of Kentucky's Congressional decases handled in any year since person in practical nustters, in Monday.
department at age than
English
the
of
legation rapidly in standing an
the Commission opened in 1924, Mr. John Sims' senior English
to the miles.
speak
will
,
College
Bethel
atMiss Katherine Whitnell
said Miss Williamson, and there class.
Association
Important committees of the
Parent - Teachers
are many cases waiting for hosIn 1830 there wile 23 miles
tended a Home Economics teach- Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 19, at
Senate and the House.
of
lack
of
because
uitalization
Students are eagerly awaiting ers' conference at Madisonville, 2:30 o'clock. Tea will be served in completed railroad in the UM
The longest strides in commitfunds.
the 'Turkey Game" Nov. 21. and
States.
Saturday, Nov. 16. Luncheon was the Library.
tee advancement have been made
In addition to hospital care, also the school paper, The Tatic
Econom
the
of
Home
member
the
by
newest
aided
the
served
were
by
many youngsters
ler. School will be dismissed
delegation, Senator A. B. Chandwith medical care, renewal of Wednesday until the following girls.
of
ler.
plaster casts, adjustment
Chandler was given two major
braces, visits of field nurses, and
took
he
when
committee posts
through 2'7 rural clinics held
his seat in October, 1939, to fill
throughout the State, the speakdeath
the
by
the vacancy caused
er said.
They
of Senator M. M. Logan.
The Commission organizes the
y
Militar
were membership on the
work with crippled children and
Affairs and Judiciary Commit
through the financial help of
tees.
State and Federal governments
Gained 5 Places In Group
and interested lay groups, it
As junior member, Chandler Captain James Roosevelt, son of carries on its extensive activities.
started at the bottom of both the President, is pictured above
Miss Williamson commended the
committees. When the seventy- on active duty with his marine great aid extended during the
which
n,
battalio
seventh Congress convenes next corps reserve on year's train- past year by lay groups throughrecently started
January, he will rank eighth on ing at San Diego's Camp El- out the State.
-.1SIEFESJSISISISIMEISISISISISISTErn.72]
the Judicia:y Committee, a gain liott. Young Roosevelt relinFrom its annual Easter seal
H.FOBBJElafffEr2,
of five places, and ninth on Mili- quished his position with movie drive for funds the Society has
tary Affairs, a gain of three machine firm for term of his during the past year turned over
duty.
notches.
815,652.81 to the Commission for
Senators Ashurst, King and
additional aid to crippled childover
ty
Burke, who held seniori
ren, Miss Willamson quoted from
Chandler on the Judiciary Comthe treasurer's report of Sam
mittee, fell by the wayside in
English, Jr. Louisville.
elections. Senator Neely of West
Also speaking at the State
s stopped a
Steven
Philip
Mrs.
Virginia gave up his Senate seat
en meeting were E. W. Palmer,
ay
Saturd
town
our
in
while
to become Governor and Senator
Kingsport, Tenn., President, the
route to Hopkinsville.
Pittman of Nevada died.
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Wm. E. Willis, National Society for Crippled
Mrs.
and
Dr.
The election defeats of Senvisited Mrs. Willis' Children; Miss Julia Kobs, Ashown,
organt
Meyer, Covators Minton and Slattery and
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...and a Broadway boy
who thinks he's tough''but
isn't! A master writer gives
you the strange and wonderful .story of their
romance!
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DON AMECHE
BETTY GRAM
CARMEN MIRANDA
EXTRA!

Sc

CARTOON COMEDY
SPORT SHORT
NEWS EVENTS
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"THIRD FINGER
LEFT HAND"

"BITVERSWEET"
"STRIKE lbe THE BAND"
-—0
"ESCAPE"

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD

10c

146

"ARISE MY LOVE"

childhood is the foot trouble
of later years.

RED
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SHOES
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n our store extra care in
Ding each pair of shoes we
II is a foremost consid•
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I us assist you in protect•
g your boys and girls
ainst the painful, costly
1 irregularities due to
l•fitting shoes.

"HALF the FUN
of
NAVING FEET"

DOUGLIS
RITA

THOMAS

HAYWORTH•MITUIELL

EXCITING!

AMAZING! YOU MUST SEE IT!

SATURDAY --2 FEATURES!
BARGAIN PRICEBI

ALL DAY

KIDS

*1.99 to *2.98
Princeton Shoe Co.
INE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY

A COLUMBIA eIGI:

EMMAUS, X.
Writ*. Directed sett Produced by DEN NEM • Associate Producer MGM
FEATURE!
ADDED
EXTRA! SENSATIONAL

10c

SAMUEL
GOLDWYN
Presents

"DR. KILDARE
GOES HOME"
-—0
"TUGBOAT ANNIE
SAILS AGAIN"

THURDAY AND 'FRIDAY

Thursday, Nov,21,
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Lefty's Pitching Eye Still Sha

Marshall County
To Try Dairying

State Farmers
Told Outlook Is
Good For 1941

More dairying to offset some of
the loss from low-priced dark
tobacco is being given consideration in Marshall county, Kentucky. There are milk and cream
routes and cream-buying stations
in the county and marketing
facilities are said to be good.
Within the next two months
County Agent H. E. Rothwell
proposes to make a survey of the
number of iegistered, grade and
The year Just ahead looks good scrub bulls.
for Kentucky farmers, according

General Price Level Is
Expected To Rise,
Net Income To Improve

to a report prepared by the De
partment of Markets and Rural
Finance of the College of Agriculture. The general level of agricultural prices is expected to
rise during the year and, despite
some increase in the cost of production, the net agricultural in..
come is expected to show further
Improvement.
Prices of farm products are
expected to be better chiefly because of the national defense
program. The large appropriations for the national defense
and the resulting government
spending will have a favorable
effect on employment, payrolls,
and demand for foods, fibers and
other products of American agriculture. Meats, poultry pro-

ducts, dairy products, vegetables,
certain fruits, and other items
produced chiefly for domestic
markets should
be especially
favored for this development.
A continuation of wars abroad,
especially in Europe, would also
have a similar stimulating effect
on American industry and so indirectly improve the demand for
farm products. The exports Of
American manufactures, especially airplanes, munitions and
other war supplies, have increased at an accelerating rate since
the outbreak of war in September, 1939, and they will probably
remain at a high level or expand
as the war is prolonged.
TRY LEADER WANT ADS!

This Way OUT
The way OUT Is clearly marked for the small minority of
Kentucky beer retailers who refuse to operate their places
of business in accord with the law and public decency.
Thus far,five licenses have been revoked,four licenses suspended, two places padlocked—all brought about through
the cooperation of this Committee with law -enforcement
authorities.
"Clean up or close up" is the watchword Of the brewing
industry and of this Committee. Unwholesome conditions
surrounding the retail sale of beer will not be tolerated.

KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE
Frank E. Daugherty
State INree tor

303 Martin Brown Bldg.
Louisville, Ky.

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will conform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Write

TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

Prompt Service Any Where

Phone

U

Us

Pool Room Headquarters

"My advice to boys and girls
is to marry young. I was very
WHO HE IS
young, of course, when I first
married, but it worked out all
MOLIE GABLE FITE, chamright.
pion young grandfather of
"All 16 of our children-10
Houston, Tex., is 48; was mar- girls
and 6 boys—are happily
ried at 10 and a father at 11; has
married. There have been no dibeen married three times, and
vorces
among them.
has nine children and 16 grand"When I raised the girls, I
children. The first Mrs. Fite,
whom he married in Mississippi taught them to go to church and
when she was 12, died when he Sunday school as long as they
were under my care and keepwas 19. She told him to "go
ing.
marry some good girl and keep
"I taught them to take care of
the children together," and a
the house, so they could make
month later he fulfilled her rethemselves good wives. Every
quest. Four children were born
one of my girls can cook a good
of the first union, five of the
meal. We'd have better girls tosecond. His second wife diday if they were raised like
vorced him. He then married a
mine.
widow with seven children,
"My girls were not allowed to
giving him 16 young ones to
go to dances; if they wanted to
rear. Fite, who turned from
ride
home from church with
Mississippi farming to running
boys they had to be chaperoned.
a grocery store, went to Texas
When boys came calling on 'em,
in 1926. He ran a filling station
they sat in the parlor with the
and cafe for a time, but has rewindow shades up. My father
tired to live off income from
taught me that way and I taught
investments and property, and
from occasional work on the them that way. If more families
were raised like that, there
Houston docks to "keep near
wouldn't be so much divorce.
my boys, most of whom are
"One of my girls married
longshoremen." At Christmas
when she was only 11; another
in 1935 he fed turkey to 107
one
was 12 and another 13, but
sons, daughters, in-laws, grandthey are married happily. That
children and friends,
speaks pretty well for young
marriages, doesn't it?
"And another thing—everybody ought to raise some children. It
brings love into the home. When I first married, I didn't know what
love was, but when the first child was born, I couldn't keep away
from the house.
"And don't be worried about the size of the family. Every time
a child came, I wondered how on earth I'd feed it, but I always did.
"It always gave me a thrill to sit at the head of the table and
look down it and see all those kids waitin' to eat."
—W.T. RIVES—

Garrard 4-H Girl
Has Best Calf At
Fat Cattle Show
A calf fed by Catherine Rigsby, a Garrard county 4-H club
girl, was grand champion at the
19th annual fat cattle show at
the Bourbon Stock Yards in
Louisville. She showed her 900pound Angus calf to top place in
the 4-H division and then defeated the best calves from all
divisions of the show. Her calf
brought $1 a pound at the auction sale, and she won cash
prizes and a trip to Chicago.
Members of the Future Farmers of America in Clark county
high school had the grand
champion carload. For it they received $16.75 a hundred. Garrard county's champion carload
in the 4-H division brought $15.50.
Members of 4-H clubs showed
38 carloads of calves, 38 calves in
the ring for single calves, 38
groups of five calves, and 50 in
a class for calves raised and fed
by club members and dropped
from cows owned by them.
Trips to Chicago awarded at
the show include Catherine Rigsby; W. H. Dodson, Nelson county,
owner of the best Hereford in
the breed ring; Walter Schaffer,
Unica county, owner, of the best

Cover crop seedinga broke all
records in Pulaski county, exceeding all previous acreages by
20,000 or more. In addition, 30,000 pounds of vetch seed were
used in the agricultural conservation program.
Two strip cover crop demonsrtations were seeded in Rowan
county in October. They were
seeded with a local variety of rye,
Kentucky No. 1 barley, and
vetch.
wheat, rye grass and
About 4,500 pounds of vetch were
seeded in the county this fall.
In tests in Simpson county,
white hybrid corn produced up
to 110 bushels to the acre. Jarvis
Golden Prolific, a local variety,
shucked out 80 bushels, and
Pride of Saline made 90 bushels
to the acre.
As a part of the program for
fater control on the land of the ,
Tennessee Valley in Kentucky,'
12,900 trees from Tennessee Valnurseries have
ley Authority
been set in Calloway county, 43,100 in Marshall county, and 33,700 in Grates county.
Mrs. Ben Rice of Adair county
started 104 sexed chicks last
spring and raised every one to
maturity. Ninety-eight proved to
be pullets. Well fed, they developed rapidly, some of them
weighing 7 pounds when 7
months old.
The preparation and serving of
cabbage and carrot pudding was
demonstrated at meetings of
members of homemakers' clubs
in Perry county. Homemakers of
the county are studying "Vegetable cookery."
•
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"Lefty" Gomez of the New York Yankees, prov,s
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isn't dull by bagging a deer in Maine. Above, he and
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who accompanied him, inspect the prize.
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10,588 Tons Of
Coop Limestone

cost of $1.85 a ton. It operates
a quarry near Smithiand and alSymptoms of Distress Arising from
so obtains limestone from the
Tennessee Valley Authority at
TO
ProollookTolis of RonesTroatisiontlisal
SSW Help or it Will Cost Yoe Notildng
Angus; Harry Gatton, Jr., Muh- Over one million bottles of the WILLARD
'TREATMENT hare been wok'few raster
lenbers county, for achievement symptoms of distress arlaing
from Illonsele
In the baby beef project; and sad Dassaisiel Uleers due to Emir Mal—
8111118014W. Soar or Ugooll Alletrapaa,
Fred Shobe, Jr., and Buren Poor
easalnass. Iftionbens, III•egAssomeri. eta.,
to
Add. Sold on 1.3 days'triall
Thomas, Jr., members of
a d.
Atir tor
Inerdhe IA•sear," which NUT
Warren county team demon- saplatas this tesstment—free—st
strating the prevention of losses
in handling and shipping stock.

QUICK RELIEF FROM

STOMACH ULCERS
DUE EXCESS ACID

Dawson's Drug Store
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fill in October 1939.
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There's only one way to avoid serious loss, distress and
misfortune as a result of the Fire Demon's ravontes .. •
Sound, adequate
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Let us Provide this Necessary Protection

Service Insurance
Agency
Phone 490
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Vegetable Laxative
Makes Happy Friends
Here's a laxative that usually acts
thoroughly as harsher ones but ia a
gentle persseader for intestines when
used this way: A quarter to a
half-teaspoonful of spicy, aromatic
BLACK-DRAUGHT on your tongue
tonight; a drink of water. There's
usually time for a good night'.
rest, with a gentle, thorough action
next morning relieving constipation's headaches, biliousness, sour
stomach, bad breath.
BLACK-DRAUGHT is a splendid
combination of vegetable ingredients, chief of which is an "intestinal tonic-laxative" that helps impart tone to lazy bowel muscles.
It. econornicaL 25 to 40 doses: 2k.
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Four-Fold Returns
From Farm Pinning

Fifteen years of planning and
record keeping have helped to
quadruple production on
the
farm of C. V. Kessler in Taylor
county, Kentucky. So 52 :armers were told when they stopped
at his farm on a tour of the
county.
With the help of County Agent
C. V. Bryan and the State College of Agriculture, a long-time
plan was made for Mr. Kessler.
This plan included
changes
which would tend is balance his
farming, build up fertility, increase production, improve livestock, and make for higher efficiency generally.
Net income last year was four
times the income in 1925. Crop
yields are much better than they
were in the beginning, the livestock has been bred up, buildings
and equipment remodeled and
improved, and electricity added.
Out of a rather poor, run-down,
The Livingston County Co- farm, Mr. Kessler has developed
operative Soil Improvement As- one of the best farms in Taylor
sociation in Kentucky has fur- county.
nished 10,588 tons of limestone
TRY LEADER WANT ADS!
to farmers since April 2.8, at al

do, Nov. 21,

Whatever else you
don't miss visiting
Hotel! You'll dis
spot in the city!

A NEW D-X— Higher Than Ever in AntiKnock plus Upper-Cylinder Lubrication
You get all the X-tras in NEW 1)-X... extra
speed, extra mileage, knockless power and
quicker starting. In addition, it provides
the advantage of correct upper-cylinder
lubrication without extra*. coot
to you. Sold on a Money-Back
Guarantee at any Diamond D-X
station. Try • tankful today.
111111-CONTIWIT IPETISOLCUll CORPORATION

Truly marvelous f
music—for danci
'nem two floor
prices at all times

lubri-

Pioneer heat-resisting
cant, made from selected
100% paraffin base crude oils.

P°Wlf
Rafe/
AV,Not liregifor

If

you'll drop us
all the details. W
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Still Shall
Page Sever"
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Arkansas Youth
Is 'Star Farmer'

Good home bakers know that
lard
has better
shortening
power than other flits ordinarily
used. Such fats as butted and the
magarines contain about 15 per
cent. water. When they are used,
add about two extra tablespoons
for each cup of fat called for.
Best results in painting buildings are obtained when the
weather and the sun:ace are
both dry. 'the
hemperatut
-should be above 40 degrees. Fat
ton, D. C.. Nov. 12—
is an ideal time to paint, if it 1,
construction activity
not too cold, and if the wood is
FHA mortgage Insurperfectly dry.
For a barrel scald, in butcherin was maintained at
Fedmring October,
ing hogs, the temperature of the
tiininistrator Stewwater should be 155 to 160 degrees; for a tank, 145 to 150 deannounced today.'
grees. A temperature of 165 to
'cations for mortgage in170 degrees may cause the hair
on new homes to be
to set.
der the FHA inspection
Gerald
Reyenga,
17, above, of
Turkey breeding stock should
slightly in dollar votEmmet, Ark., was awarded the
be selected before any birds are
er the September totals "Star Farmer of America" prize
sold in the tall. Occasionally the
hed the largest level for over 230,000 entrants in contest
on record, representing of Kansas City livestock show. mistake Ls made of keeping latehatched, undersized birds for
of 26 pecent over the cor- He worked a poor 500-acre farm
and made it pay.
breeders because the larger turmonth of last year,
keys sell better. Avoid turkeys
nald reported.
home mortgages selected number, the new-home mort- with crooked breasts.
Cattle feeders sometimes use
raisal last month amount- gages selected last month total91,820.966, compared with ed 19,949, compared with 20,035 blackstrap molasses to make feed
,I90 in September and In September and 15,303 in Octo- imore appetizing. Molasses also
.131 in October 1939. In ber 1939. The increase over last has a good effect on the thrift of
, animals. A half-pint per steer
1.01.101.1.11.11WIMINIMINlllll llllll11,10.E.1141,10111lllllllllll lllll 1.1111110111.1.111111111101.1.•
may be .ed twice daily, diluted
with a pint of water at each
feeding.
After the smokehouse has been
scraped of refuse and then
scrubbed with strong, soapy
water, it Ls considered good policy to fumigate with sulphur, using two pounds for each 1,000
cubic feet. Boiling water should
be used in cracks that may harbor insects.

w Construction
er Mortgage Innee Plan Hits
Ii Volume

on't put off until tomorrow what can
dolw today"—for who knows, the
t‘iiionieter may drop overnight and
ch you unprepared in clothing needs.
ck these November necessities and
ready for cold blustery days—Everye a value—Everyone a necessity.

lankets - Underwear
flings _ Snuggles
ting Gowns and Pajamas---Balbrign gowns and Pajamas for Ladies,
sses and Children-3-4 Length Ladies
d Misses Socks—Spun rayons & wool
Plain, Plaids and Stripes
Knitting Yarns Galore

"HOME OF MUNSINGWEAR"
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NONE
FINER
AT ANY
PRICE

Uncle- Sim's New Aim- Must Eat'

The Farm
And Home

year amounted to 30 percent.
With the active residential
building season in many sections
of the country now drawing to a
close, volume of small home construction started under FHA inspection in October also expanded to record autumn levels, the
!Administrator pointed out. Average weekly number of homes
started under FHA inspection
was 3,845, compared with 3,730 in
September and 2,870 in October
1939. The gain over last year was
34 percent. These figures do not
include several hundred homes
started weekly under Title 1 of
th National Act.
During the first ten months of
1940, new-home mortgages selected for appraisal numbered
187,971, compared with 141,925,
in the like period of last year.
These mortgages amounted to
with
compared
$864,696.470,
8676,711,050 a year ago. The increase over 1939 was 32 percent
in number and 28 percent in
amount.
Reflecting the unprecedented
colume of activity under the
FHA program during recent
months, total mortgages accepted for insurance in October set
a new high record for any month
since the establishment of the
Federal Housing Adminisrtation
in 1934, Mr. McDonald said.
Mortgages accepted for insurance last month numbered 21,236
in the amount of $92,082,874,
compared with 16,774 totaling
$74,215.981 in October 1939. The
previous record month was August 1940 when 20,575 mortgages
amounting to $69,379,400 were
accepted for insurance.
Total mortgages selected for
appraisal in October, including
mortgages on existing construction, amounted to $116,355,629,
compared with $116,250,940 in
F,eptember and $99,250,957 a year
ago. This represented the eighth
successive month in which total
selections exceeded 6100,000,000.

BY ART BRONSON
the sports trail: Anyway you look at it, Roger
Peckinpaugh isn't lying in any
bed of roses. The new manager
of the Cleveland Indians faces
the task of bringing peace and
harmony into a situation marked
by dissension for years.
Then, too, the Indians under
Oscar Vitt came in second in the
photo finish American League
race, and the new manager will
be expected to better that. And
' only seven- years ago .Peckinpaugh was fired from the same
lob.
• • •
GEORGE McAFEE, Duke product who is the star rookie of
the Chicago Bears, shuns the
regulation football shoe, wears
instead a low-cut sprinting shoe
with football cleats. . . . Football official Bill Street, using
pocketmeters, figures the four
arbiters working an average
game cover a total of about 20
miles—the referee and the field
judge leading with about six
miles each.
Dr. Jock Sutherland, coach of
the Brooklyn Dodgers, says this
year's edition of the Chicago
Bears is 20 per cent better than
any football team he ever saw
. Among coaches
before. .
turning in creditable records
during their first year in new
surroundings are Frank Howard
Huge kitchens at army camps all over the country will be needed
at Clemson, Jesse Neeley at Rice,
at
oven
to feed Uncle Sam's new draft army. Photo above shows
Frank Potts at Colorado. Prize
Fort Meade, Md., where many conscripts will be quartered for year's
in this direction, though, must go
training. Draftees will be fed 10 different menus, rotated every 10
to Clark Shaughnessy, who put
days. Typical supper includes veal cutlet, beans, potatoes, bread
Stanford back on the football
pudding, bread, butter and coffee. Bacon and eggs and cereal are
map after years in the doldrums.
chief breakfast foods.
• • •
IF there were any doubts about
Samuel Adrian Baugh being
the best forward passer football
has yet produced, his current
season should go far to dispel
ITALIANS are now in Greece,
them. He's keeping the Washand the widespread hope is
Better-bred and better-fed
ington Redskins in the thick of
that they will fry there.
pullets are heaping up the egg
• • •
baskets in Hancock county, Ken
A typhoon swept the island
Baker lays the same number in three
of Guam, doing great damage. tucky. When County Agent
To add to the tragedy, Dorothy Atterbury and Stanley Caton, days. From 230 pullets, Mrs. Otis
Lamour was not on hand.
State College of Agriculture
• • •
Adkins had been gathering more
poultry specialist, recently toured
Day,
than two cases of eggs a week.
Election, Armistice
pullets
found
they
Thanksgiving—it's beginning to the county
Mrs. S. A. Harrison's flock had
look as if holidays are an ex- laying like "sixty."
been in production since last
clusive American custom.
Wilson had been
M.
H.
Mrs.
• • •
gathering 55 eggs daily from 96
Six-day bike races have been
October,
banned in Paris. Apparently the pullets. On this farm in
Nazi merry-go-round is enough. 1939, 160 hens laid a total of 178
eggs. Mrs. B E. Ewan's flock of
A substantial increase in sugar 106 hens laid 105 eggs in October
production was general in 1939. oi last year. The present flock

Heavy Role

iscover Louisville's igeit "Bright Spot!"
Whatever else you do when you come to Louisville,
don't miss visiting the Bluegrass Room at the Brown
Hotel! You'll discover that it's the nicest, gayest
spot in the city!
Truly marvelous food--the best in the South! Grand
music—for darning or listening! Superb enteitainment-- two floor shows nightly! And reasonable
prices at all times!
If you'll drop us a line, we'll be happy to send you
all the details. Why not do it now?

THE

BROWN HOTEL

gineit
5 targeit and
s('oujiv:lIe'
HAROLD E.!LAWYER, Manager

-SEMINOLE, Tex. UP)—The Navajo Indians of New Mexico still
call the Texas cowboy the "Iron
I shirt." It's a nickname handed
down since the days of the
Spanish Conquistadores, who invaded the New World in shining
armor. Cowboys inherited the
title because they were such
hardy antagonists in battle.

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

Creomulslon relieves promptly bethe
CiPtige It goes right to the seat of
and expel
trouble to help loosen aid
nature
germ laden phlegm. and tender, into soothe and heal raw,
flamed bronchial mucous memyou
branes. Tell your druggist to sell unit bottle of Creomulsion with the
derstandlng you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are I
to have your money back.
. I

CREOMULSION

I for Coughs.Chest Colds, Bronchitis

s
Indian Mangeiial
Won't Be Bed of Roses
DOWN

Strictly Fresh

Pullets Heap Up
The Egg Baskets

Roger Peckinpaugh
reeds Oscar Vitt in Cleveland
driver's seat.
the pro league title fight, and set
a new record for passes completed in game against Brooklyn
when he heaved 23 successful
aerials.
Statisticians credit the former
Texas Christian star with tossing
passes in college and pro ball
that have been successful for
gains of more than four miles.
. . . And he should be good for
several years more.
Joe Louis dropped from 210 to
206 while campaigning in the
November presidential election.
. . . Velentin Angelmann won a,
recent fight in Paris, was awarded a purse of 100 francs, 50 litre.of red wine, one bouquet of vio-lets, one sack potatoes. Leav-lug out the 100 francs, that's just.
about a fit purse for most of the.
current crop of U. S. heavies.
June.
Good Summer management,
including better feeding, told
most of the story, Caton declared.
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Day And Night Service
Inexpensive Gifts For XMAS —
So Select Them Now

Luncheon Sets
Breakfast Sets
Towels (Boxed)
Parker Caps

Pillow Cases
Scarfs
Satin Slips
Fluffy Mits

MACHINE MINED
Shaker Screened — Hand Picked
Mechanically Loaded on Your Truck

6"LUMP
6" x 3" EGG
3" x 11/4"NUT
1 4"x 1/4" PEA
1/
4"STOKER
1
x/

$2.05 Ton
2.00 "
1.70 "
1.40 "
1.75 "

Stoker Coal is Oil Treated and Dedusted
We solicit an opportunity to serve you, and recommend
that you buy now, as prices will probably be higher at
any time.

Roseville & Hacer
Pottery
MANY OTHER ATTRACTIVE GINTS
For $1.00 Each

Sula & Eliza Nall
Main Street

Princeton

Mine No. 2

Sturgis, Ky..

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 19 10

At My Farm 4 Miles East of Fredonia, Ky.
on Enon Road Beginning at 10:00 A. M.
Will offer all of my personal property, consisting of the following:
1 Disc Harrow
6 Good Jersey Milch Cows
1 Land Roller
2 Horses 3 and 7 Years Old
Breaking Plows
2
2 Sows With Pigs
1 Pair Dehorners
2 Hogs
1 Lot of Small Tools
1 Mower and Rake
1 John Deere Tractor With Disc
1 Wagon, Gears and Saddle
1 Corn Planter
Plows and Cultivators
1 Cultivator
Also about 1000 bushels corn and 10 or 12 tons of good hay.

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
Terms made known on date of Sale
MRS. ESSIE RUCKER, Owner
BYRD M. GUESS, Auct

Thursday, No'. 21, 1

The Princeton Leadcr, Priticeton, Kentucky
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the case of a yellow t,
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first without leaving the
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the situation could be altered
Sarah Pettit, daughter of Mr.
by adoption of quotas and that and Mrs. W. H. Pettit, is ill with
Funeral services for Peter
loans would be provided if the influenza at her home on Frank67, who died Monday,
Cartwright,
lin atreet.
quota is approved.
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at his home at White
Murray, Nov. 20—Murray and
18,
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of Butler High School
at Western will clash here Saturday
Curtis Lowe Mitchell, Paducah,
Sulphur were held Tuesday
on quotas for one or three years,
Washserious
from a
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will take a trip to either
Sulphur
and if a three year approval is Is recouperating
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plan
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To All Dark Tobacco Growers:
The War now raging in Europe appears to have CLOSED OUR EXPORT
MARKET for dark tobacco. The situation, in our opinion, is possibly the worst
that dark growers have ever experienced.
for
The Association has arranged for a loan on both dark fired and dark air cured tobacco from Commodity Credit Corporation
the handling of the 1940 crop;
PROVIDED, and upon the CONDITION that growers vote FAVORABLY in the Referendum for Marketing Quotas,to be held SAT
URDAY,NOVEMBER 23, 1940.
The Schedule of Advances on dark fired tobacco is more favorable than the 1939 Schedule. The advances on air cured tobacco arc
in line with the fire cured Schedule.
If quotas are NOT voted the Association has NO FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE HANDLING OF EITHER DARK FIRED OR DARK AIR CURED TOBACCO, nor is there any GOVERNMENT AID promised.
The Board of Directors has considered the matter carefully and is of the opinion that all growers of dark fired and dark air cured
tobacco should cast their votes for Marketing Quotas on a three-year basis.

Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Assn.
SPRINGFIELD
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